The Glossing of the Borrowings – an Argument for the
Lexical Modernization of Old Literary Romanian
Dora VĂETUȘ
Cet article fait référence à la modernisation lexicale de la langue roumaine littéraire
ancienne, ayant comme point de départ l’analyse lexico-sémantique des emprunts présents
dans les pairs du type mot glosé/glose dans le texte Noul Testament de la Bălgrad (NTB).
On a constaté que, dans le NTB, la plupart des mots glosés par des synonymes ou par une
périphrase représentent des néologismes de l’époque, ce qui démontre l’intention des
traducteurs, déjà formulée en Predoslovie, de les promouvoir, étant donnée leur circulation
internationale. Le grand nombre de néologismes d’origine latine ou d’origine grecque,
quelques uns ayant la première attestation en NTB, relève le changement des modèles
culturels dans l’écris roumain du milieu du XVIIème siècle par le remplacement des mots
d’origine slavonne par des emprunts latins ou grecs à l’influence directe des textes source
utilisés. Donc dans les pairs synonymiques du type mot glosé/glose on peut observer
l’insertion des néologismes d’origine latine ou grecque spécialement dans le texte et
l’insertion de leurs synonymes, la majorité d’origine slavonne, dans la glose, au but de
rendre le texte plus accessible aux lecteurs. Au cas où les traducteurs n’ont pas trouvé un
synonyme pour les emprunts néologiques d’origine latine ou grecque dans l'ancien
roumain littéraire, la glose a été réalisée par périphrase.
Mots-clés: modernisation lexicale, pairs synonymiques, mot glosé/glose.

1. Preliminaries
The New Testament from Bălgrad constitutes a turning point for the history
of the old Romanian biblical versions, as it is the first integral translation of
The New Testament into Romanian, the first attempt to replace the Slavonic
cultural model with a new model, a Greek-Latin one, characterized by a
Western influence, and, at the same time, the first printed Romanian text that
contains marginal glosses. Printed in Bălgrad (Alba Iulia) in the year of 1648,
at the initiative of Metropolitan bishop Simion Ștefan, the NTB (New
Testament from Bălgrad) belongs to the cultural context that allowed the
appearance of Catehismul calvinesc (1642) and of Psaltirea (1651).
The Romanian biblical versions from the 16th century represented mainly by
the Psalter and the Gospel prevalently utilized sources in Slavonic, which was
at the time the language of religious worship for the Romanian space. The New
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Testament from Bălgrad, even if it marks a break with the biblical tradition
existing at that time by resorting to source texts in Greek and Latin also
capitalizes on the previous biblical translations. The researchers2 have proved
the fact that the NTB translators utilized certain 16th century biblical versions 1:
Evangheliarul de la Sibiu (1551-1553), Tetraevanghelul lui Coresi (15601561), Codicele voronețean (the decades following the middle of the 16th
century) or Apostolul lui Coresi (1566).
However, there existed several controversies concerning the basic texts and
the control texts used for the NTB, starting from the declarations of the
translators from the Predoslovia cătră cetitori 2. Gabriel Țepelea (Țepelea
1970, Țepelea 1994) maintains that the Greek model has the highest authority,
followed by the Latin model (Ieronim’s Vulgata), with the control texts being
represented by a Slavonic text, a text in Hebrew, one in Hungarian and the socalled „întorsura cea de mult” (Coresi’s Praxis). The same opinion regarding
the sources is expressed by Florica Dimitrescu (Dimitrescu 1988).
Eugen Pavel (Pavel 2001) brings more depth to the problem of the NTB
sources, considering that there existed different basic texts for distinct parts of
the NTB, since the translation was accomplished by several scholars who took
upon themselves the task of translating portions of the text. Thus, the
1 Florica Dimitrescu (1988: 87-90) considers that „the New Testament benefited for an extensive
part of it from a series of models, consisting of texts that had already been translated into Romanian
during the previous century and in a smaller number of such cases, of texts that had been translated
during the 17th century, all of these being thus ‘contemporaneous’ texts. Indeed, it is true that almost
all the ‘skeleton’ of the translation is covered by previously translated Romanian texts, their ‘shadow’
being present everywhere”. Eugen Pavel (2001: 175-176) makes a review of the attempts of
philologists to identify the Romanian sources of the NTB translation: I. G. Sbiera considers that
„întorsura cea de mult” in this respect is the Codicele Voronețean, which could not remain
unbeknownst to the team of translators of the NTB; M. Gaster maintains that the Romanian source is
represented by Coresi’s Praxis, an idea that has nevertheless been denied by other researchers; P.V.
Haneș and I. Bălan notice the affiliation between Coresi’s Four Gospels and the corresponding part of
the NTB, with N. Cartojan sharing the same opinion.
2 „This Testament was started to be sourced by Hieromonk Selivestru, at the behest and support
of His Highness, and He did as much as He could and it was not long before death befell Him and we,
as we stood and considered all this, we found a lot of lapses and mistakes in His scripture owing to
his misunderstanding the Greek language and the meaning of the Greek book. This is why we started
by initially following on his footsteps and wherever something was not right, we rectified and filled
the missing parts, we rectified and corrected as best we could. But there is something that you must
know, namely that we did not stop at a single source, and whenever we eventually learned of a
multitude of such sources, whether they be Greek, Serbian and Latin, authored by great scholars and
accomplished masters of the Greek language, then we read these and pondered upon them; and more
so we stuck to the Greek spring and we pondered over Ieronimus’ source, who was the first man to
translate from Greek language into Latin and we also considered the Slavonic source which translated
from Greek into Slavonic and is printed in the country of Russia. And with all this in mind, whoever
got in closer contact with the Greek book, we pondered over these men, though we did not stray from
the Greek book, knowing full well that the Holy Spirit urged the evangelists and the apostles to write
in the Greek language the New Testament, and it was so that the Greek book is the source and spring
of all the other books” (NTB: 117).
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translation of the Gospels, done by hieromonk Silvestru, mainly follows the
Greek source, having as control texts a Slavonic biblical version and the
aforementioned „întorsura cea de mult” of Coresi’s, while the Facts of the
Apostles follow the Latin model, with the encounter with the Greek model
being demonstrated by the marginal glosses. Eugen Pavel (2001:166-172)
supports the idea (which we also start from in the analysis we propose) that the
NTB translation was done by using a polyglot edition from 1611 (NTGL 1611)
with the text printed on three columns, which comprise the version in Greek,
the version in Latin of Ieronim’s Vulgata and also the new Latin version of
Théodore de Bèze (Beza). Mainly, it was the Latin version of Beza that served
as a model, not the Greek or the Latin version of Vulgata. The control texts of
the NTB translation are: a Slavonic version (the Bible from Ostrog, 1581), a
Hungarian version (the Calvin Bible of Heltai Gáspár, 1562), a German version
(Luther’s Bible) and also earlier Romanian versions. Liana Lupaș (Lupaș 2004)
reaches similar conclusions without being aware of Eugen Pavel’s research
concerning NTB’s sources: one source of NTB is represented by the 1580 Beza
edition or by a reprinting of this edition, because the Beza editions were held in
higher regard at the time and because they were accessible to the scholars from
Transylvania. The demonstration is based on the fact that the short abstacts,
namely the fragments placed at the beginning of each chapter of the NTB, the
so-called „suma capetelor”, were translated from Latin, their author being
Théodore de Bèze, who was the first to include them in an edition in Latin in
the year of 1580.
Alexandru Gafton (2009: 130) opines that the translation of NTB was based
on Vulgata and there is no way one can uphold the arguments pleading in favor
of the Greek source and for the existence of a Slavonic source: the source text
proposed is the Latin text, and the control texts are the Greek, the Hungarian
and the German text.
Thus, considering that we could safely say that the problem of the NTB
sources is solved, we can now understand the elements of novelty brought by
the printing done in Bălgrad in the Romanian literary language in the middle of
the 17th century. Appealing to Latin and Greek sources, due to the desire of
joining the Western humanist movement, the NTB constitutes, as we have
already stated, the first Romanian biblical version in which the principal
Slavonic model is replaced by the Greek–Latin model. In the middle of the 17th
century, the language of religious worship continued to be Slavonic for the
Romanian space, at a time when hierarchs like Varlaam and Dosoftei were
attempting to impose Romanian as a liturgical language. The distancing from
Slavonic language is however accomplished only gradually, during the 17th
century, which was marked by the appearance of the NTB and of the Biblia de
la București (1688), biblical versions which, despite not being destined for
liturgical use, contributes to the adoption of Romanian as a language of
religious worship throughout the Romanian space in the next century. The
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changing of the cultural models by abandoning the Slavonic model implies, at
the same time, the modernization of the Romanian literary language, a process
which, on a lexical level, has the special effect of enriching the language by
taking in Greek and Latin-Roman borrowings. We witness a lexical dynamics
manifesting in the competition between the new Greek-Latin stratum and the
earlier Slavonic stratum, with latter being totally substituted in many cases.
Elements of (Neo)-Greek, Greek-Latin and Latin-Roman origin are borrowed
during the 17th century under the push of humanism and of the Renaissance, in
a context in which Moldavia and Wallachia found themselves under the spere
of influence of the Neo-Greek language and Transylvania had intense contact
with the Western cultural space, which at its turn was under the constant
influence of Latin.
As early as appearance of Predoslovia cătră cititori of NTB, we learn that
the translators intended to enrich the Romanian literary language by using
words that had an international circulation, such as synagogă, poblican and
gangrenă: „That is why we would like you to know that certain words were
sourced by some people in a specific way, others in a different manner, while
we left these words as they were used in the Greek source, seeing that other
languages keep them in the same form, for example the words synagogue and
poblican and gangrene and precious stones, whose meaning is not known by
Romanians, whether they be names of people and of kinds of wood and of attire
and many others which are not familiar to Romanian, so tese we left them in the
Greek language, because other languages did the same thing” (NTB: 115-116).
Literature studies (Țepelea 1970, 1994; Dimitrescu 1988; Pavel 2001;
Gafton 2005; Șesan 1999) have shown that the majority of the glossed words of
NTB are neologisms of the time 3 and their glossing is necessary in order to
make the text more accessible to the readers. In this article, we support the idea
that the glossing of neologisms in the NTB is an argument of the lexical
modernization of Romanian literary language from the middle of the 17th
century. We must however point out that, from all the types of glosses present
in the NTB, it is only the synonymical glosses that are relevant for us 4. We
3 Even if the term neologism is widely used to designate especially the words borrowed by
Romanian language starting with the 18th -19th centuries (recent borrowings), in this article we shall
also use this term for borrowings that have been made earlier than that, in previous centuries. By
neologisms we mean the new words borrowed into Romanian in a cultural manner, as it was reported
in the middle of the 17th century. These same words, if they are considered in the context of the
current Romanian language, may be considered as archaisms, due to the length of time they were used
in literary language.
4 Florica Dimitrescu (Dimitrescu 1998: 93) considers that the marginal glosses from the NTB are
a „proof of the conscious effort done by the translating scholars in order to, on the one hand, enrich
the language through neologisms and on the other, to explain them so that everone could understand
them. […] They constitute the beginning of a dictionary of synonyms, especially, and of an
explanatory dictionary, generally, which also has some etymologies of the Romanian language.”
(author’s underlining, D. V.).
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illustrate the aforementioned idea by providing numerous examples that contain
neologisms of Latin or Greek origin, present in the pairs of the type glossed
word/gloss.
2. Glossing neologisms by synonyms in the NTB
2.1. Origin
In the synonymical pairs of the type glossed word/gloss there appear the
following neological borrowings, classified according to the etymological
criterion (see DLR, MDA):
borrowings of Greek origin: arvună (< ἀῤῥαβών), aspru (< ἄσπρον),
filosof (< φιλόσοφος), iotă (< ἰῶτα), litră (< λίτρα), preazviter (< πρεσβύτερος),
stadie (< στάδια, pl. of στάδιον), statir (< στατήρ);
borrowings of Latin origin: publican (< publicanus), testament (<
testamentum);
borrowings of multiple origin: episcop (episcup) (< Latin episcopus,
Greek ἐπίσκοπος, Slavonic jpiskupß), ravvi (< Slavonic ravvi, în NTB – from
Latin rabbi, Greek ῥαββί), sinagogă (< Latin synagoga, Greek συναγωγή),
stomah (< Greek στομάχι, Latin stomachus, Paleoslavonic stomaxß).
2.2. First attestation
The lexicographical analysis of the neological borrowings present in the
pairs of the type glossed word/gloss highlighted the problem of dating them:
certain borrowings are encountered in NTB 1648, even if MDA
indicates a first attestation that was subsequent to this date: filosof (cf. MDA:
Varlaam), iotă (cf. MDA: Vlahuţă), stomah (cf. MDA: 1652);
other borrowings present in NTB 1648 were attested, according to
MDA, previously: aspru, episcop, litră, ravvi;
according to MDA, the first attestation in NTB 1648 is boasted by the
following borrowings: arvună, preazviter, publican, sinagogă, statir, testament.
The neologisms that could have been taken directly from the source text of
the translation are: arvună (Greek), iotă (Latin Beza, Latin Vulgata, Greek),
preazviter (Gr.), publican (Latin Beza, Latin Vulgata), ravvi (Latin Beza, Latin
Vulgata, Greek), sinagogă (Latin Beza, Latin Vulgata, Greek), stadie (Latin
Beza, Latin Vulgata, Greek), statir (Latin Beza, Latin Vulgata, Greek), stomah
(Latin Vulgata, Greek), testament (Latin Vulgata).
2.3. Competition of terms
As we read through the synoptic table and take into acount the etymology of
the words, we can notice the competition between terms, namely the
superposition of the neological borrowings over earlier borrowings from other
languages (especially from Slavonic), over words inherited from Latin or over
words formed in Romanian (see DLR, MDA).
Thus, the glossing of neological borrowings is achieved through the:
borrowings from old Slav/Slavonic: arvună/zălog (< Slavonic zalog´);
filosof/vîlhvă (< Slavonic vlßxvß); iotă/certă (< Slavonic çerta), slovă (<
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Slavonic slovo); preazviter/cîrstnic, (< Paleoslavonic krßst´ „cruce”), ţîrcovnic
(< Slavonic crßkovnikß); sinagogă/săbor (< Slavonic sßborß, soborß);
borrowings from other languages: litră/font (< German Pfund);
publican/vameş (< Hungarian vámos); statir/ban, aspru (< Greek ἄσπρον);
words inherited from Latin: episcop/preot (< praesbiter);
preazviter/bătrîn (< betranus (veteranus)); sinagogă/besearecă (< basilica);
testament/lege (< lex);
words formed in Romanian: publican/mitarnic (derived from mită);
ravvi /învăţător (derived from învăța); stadie/alergătură (derived from alerga);
word from the Thracian-Dacian substratum: stomah/rînză (cf. Albanian
rrëndës „cheag”).
We note the fact that the neologisms from the examples above are placed in
the text, not in the gloss. And it is also very rarely that neologisms appear in the
gloss: mag/filosof; mîndru/filosof; lege/ testament şi preut/episcup. In our
opinion, the gloss represents a text of secondary importance compared to the
glossed word, because without wanting to diminish its role, the gloss might as
well be absent. The preferential placing of the neologisms in the text is
explained by the intention of the NTB translators to promote them, as is also
stated in the Predoslovia cătră cititori. Thus, in the glosses we prodominantly
encounter words that are considered as more widely used, and are therefore
more accessible.
2.4. Viability
The Romanian language nowadays still uses the following words: arvună,
episcop, filosof, iotă, ravvi (in the form rabin), sinagogă, stomah (in the form
stomac), testament.
We have included in the synoptic table the lexical correspondences from
Biblia de la București (B 1688), in order to check the relationship of filiation
between the two biblical versions 5, but also the extent to which the neologisms
proposed by NTB were still extant. We illustrate the lexical coincidences
between NTB şi B 1688: arvună/zălog – B 1688: arvună; episcop/preot – B
1688: episcop; iotă/certă, slovă – B 1688: iotă; litră/font – B 1688: litră;
publican/vameş – B 1688: vameş; ravvi/învăţător – B 1688: Ravvi;
sinagogă/săbor – B 1688: sinagog; stadie/alergătură – B 1688: stadie;
statir/ban, aspru – B 1688: statir; stomah/rînză – B 1688: stomah;
testament/lege – B 1688: lege; lege/testament – B 1688: lege. In some cases the
options for translation comparing NTB and B 1688 are different: mag/filosof,
5

There exists a hypothesis that the New Testament from B 1688 represents a revision of the text
of the edition from Bălgrad din 1648 (Gafton 2002; Gafton 2009: 128). Cf. Munteanu 2012: 167:
Eugen Munteanu considers that the revising of the New Testament from Bălgrad was probably made
with the help of the New Testament which appeared in 1682 in Bucharest with a vew to editing the
Bible from Bucharest. The Gospel from 1682, which appeared under the patronage of Șerban
Cantacuzino, is followed in 1683 by Apostle.
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mîndru/filosof – cf. B 1688: vrăjitor; preazviter/cîrstnic, ţîrcovnic – cf. B 1688:
cel mai bătrîn; preazviter/bătrîn – cf. B 1688: cel mai bătrîn; publican/mitarnic
– cf. B 1688: vameş; sinagogă/besearecă – cf. BB: adunare.
Thus, from the neologisms of that time promoted by NTB, B 1688 only
accepts the following words: arvună, episcop, iotă, litră, ravvi, sinagogă
(sinagog), stadie, statir, stomah.
2.5. Problems of semantics
The glossing of the neologisms from NTB raises certain problems of
semantics, such as the existence of a relationship of synonymy, whether it be
authentic synonymy or at least a partial one. A synonymical pair encountered at
the very beginning of the Gospel according to Mathew is filosof – mag –
mîndru – vîlhvă – gîcitor. We notice especially the range that extends to five
terms which have a relationship od synonymy. We do not consider as lacking in
significance the play of the appearance of neologisms either in the text or in the
gloss and less so the order in which these glosses are encountered in a relatively
small portion of text: filosof/vîlhvă (Foreword to Mathew), mîndru/filosof
(Mathew 2: 1), mag/filosof (Mathew 2: 7), mag/gîcitor (Mathew 2: 16). Even if
the semantic evolution of these words leads to the disappearance of the
relationship of synonymy with the passage of time, in the contexts that we have
used as examples, the meaning on which the synonymy is done is that one
which refers to „the three Wise Men from the East” (DLR). In the recent
biblical versions the term mag remains, with a contextual meaning that is
specific to church language, although in standard Romanian language the term
is encountered with the sense „wizard, magician”.
The Greek borrowing preazviter is initially explained by cîrstnic, ţîrcovnic
(II John 1: 1), and then by bătrîn (III John 1: 1), but the relationship of
synonymy is at best a relationship of partial synonymy: preazviter has the
meaning „(honorary) title for a person who belongs to the church clergy; person
who belongs to the clergy; (specialized sense) priest”; cîrstnic (see crîsnic)
means „sexton, verger, psalm reader”, ţîrcovnic – „paracliser; by extension,
singer, church deacon”, while the word bătrîn has in the context the sense of
preazviter, calqued from Greek (DLR).
Other situations in which a relationship of partial synonymy is encountered
(possibly based on hyponymy/hyperonymy) are:
statir/ban, aspru (statir „old Greek or Macedonian gold or silver coin,
whose value varied between 2 and 20 drachmas”; ban „(generically) any coin”;
aspru „the smallest Turkish coin of old, made of silver, whose value in
Wallachia (during the 17th century) equalled the sixth part of a silver potronic
and the twelfth part of a silver greenfinch”) (DLR);
episcop/preot (episcop „high rank in the hierarchy of the Christian
church, immediatly inferior to the rank of Metropolitan bishop or the
Archbishop; person who owns this rank and who usually leads a diocese”; preot
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– (specialized, in the Christian church) „person from the clergy who officiates
the religious service and fulfils all the forms of the Christian cult” (DLR).
Certain neological borrowings present in the synonymical pairs of the type
glossed word/gloss, which are still extant in use, have a different sense in the
NTB texts compared to the standard variant of the current Romanian language
because, with the passage of time, these words have undergone a semantic
evolution: filosof, testament. Nevertheless most of the neological borrowings of
Latin and Greek origin from NTB retain the etymological sense.
3. Conclusions
The first integral translation of The New Testament into Romanian
contributed to the lexical modernization of old Romanian literary lanuguage
through a series of neological borrowings. The predilection of the team of
translators of NTB for the borrowings of Latin and Greek origin may be
explained by the use of a new Greek-Latin model (NTGL 1611) and is
motivated by the intention to join the Western humanist movement. Some
words were borrowed, in spite of the fact that Romanian language possessed
other words that could express the same meaning. This is generally what
happened in the case of the neologisms explained by synonyms, many of which
are Slavonic terms, but also by some earlier borrowings from other languages,
words inherited from Latin or formed in Romanian. The lexical dynamics
implies the superposition of these strata, which gradually leads to a competition
of the terms in a process that ended by some these terms being permanently
replaced or by a stylistical distribution of these terms. Thus, we witness an
enrichment of the means of expression and of the possibility of expressing
various nuances, of refining people’s expression.
Other borrowed words were necessary, because the old literary Romanian
language did not have the capacity to designate certain realities that were
foreign to the Romanian space: ariopag, cămilă, condrat, corvan, denar,
gangrenă, gazofilachiia, gheenă, livertin, mamon, pretor, raha, sicheră,
teatron, tetrarha, vison. These words are glossed through paraphrases, which
constitutes an attempt to define them in a manner that was accessible to the
readers.
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Annex: Synoptic table
Glossed
word
arvună

Gloss

Reference

zălog

Lexical
corresp.
[B 1688

Lexical correspondence NTGL 1611
Lat.
Beza

Lat.
Vulgata
pignus Spiritus

II Cor. 1: 22

arvuna

II Cor. 5: 5

arvona
Duhului

pignus Spiritus

episcop

preot

I Tim. 3: 2

episcopul

episcopum

preut

episcup

Tit 1: 7

episcopul

episcopum

filosof

vîlhvă

mag

filosof

Foreword
Mathew
Mat. 2: 7

vrăjitorii

Mat. 2: 1
certă,
slovă
font

Greek
τὸν
ἀρραβῶνα
τοῦ
πνεύματος
τὸν
ἀρραβῶνα
τοῦ
πνεύματος
τὸν
ἐπίσκοπον
τὸν
ἐπίσκοπον

vocatis magis

vrăjitorii

vocatis
magis
magi

magi

καλέσας τοὺς
μάγους
μάγοι

Mat. 5: 18

iotă

iota

iota

ἰῶτα

John 12: 3

litră

accepta
libra

accepit libram

cîrstnic,
ţîrcovnic

II John 1: 1

cel
bătrîn

mai

senior

λαβοῦσα
λίτραν
Ὁ
πρεσβύτερος

bătrîn

III John 1: 1

cel
bătrîn

mai

senior

Ὁ
πρεσβύτερος

publican

vameş
mitarnic

vameşii
vameşi

publicani
publicani

publicani
publicani

οἱ τελῶναι
οἱ τελῶναι

ravvi

învăţător

Mat. 5: 46
Mark 2: 1516
Mark 9: 5

Ravvi

rabbi

rabbi

ῥαββί

sinagogă

besearecă

Mat. 4: 23

adunările

in synagogis

săbor

Mark 5: 22

mai
marii
sinagogului

in
synagogis
ex profectis
synagogae

stadie

alergătură

John 11: 18

stadii

stadiis
quindecim

stadiis
quindecim

statir

ban, aspru

Mat. 17: 27

statir

invenies
staterem

stomah

rînză

I Tim. 5: 23

pentru
stomahul tău

testament

lege

Mark 14: 24

novi pacti

lege

testament

Mat. 26: 28

al legii ceii
noao
al legii noao

invenies
staterem
propter
stomachum
tuum
novi testamenti

ἐν
ταῖς
συναγωγαῖς
εἷς
τῶν
ἀρχισυναγώγ
ων
ὡς
ἀπὸ
σταδίων
δεκαπέντε
εὑρήσεις
στατῆρα
διὰ
τὸν
στόμαχον

novi pacti

novi testamenti

mîndru
iotă
litră
preazviter

quidam
de
archisynagogis

τῆς διαθήκης
τῆς διαθήκης
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